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Abstract 
Because "people create features to subserve the representation and categorization of 
objects" (p. 3), the authors "provide an account of feature learning in which the 
components of a representation have close ties to the categorization history of the 
organism" (p. 5). This commentary surveys self-organizing neural models that clarify this 
process. These models suggest how "top-down information should constrain the search for 
relevant dimensions/features of categorization" (p. 23). 
COMMENTARY 
Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART, models illustrate some of the authors' themes. An 
ART model of visual object recognition takes its inputs from prestriate boundary groupings 
and surface representations, and categorizes them in temporal and prefrontal cortices 
(Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991, 1993; Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Merrill, 1996; 
Grossberg, eta!., 1994). When a supervised ART, or ARTMAP, model responds, say, to 
a boundary grouping, it learns to bind together features of the grouping via a bottom-up 
adaptive filter that activates a category which represents this new combination of features. 
This bundle represents a new "emergent feature", or prototype, that is characteristic of the 
category. 
The active category sends top-down signals back towards the boundary grouping. These 
top-down signals also encode the prototype, which is matched against whatever boundary 
grouping is present, and thereby generates a focus of attention. If the match is good 
enough, the system learns to incorporate a novel boundary grouping into the learned 
category prototype. Such learning implicitly incorporates all the information ever 
experienced by the learning subject, because the category that is chosen depends upon all 
the available prototypes, and the change in each prototype depends upon all groupings 
previously experienced by that category. In this way, a new "emergent feature" is learned 
within each category, and this prototype dynamically reorganizes cell responses, through 
top-down attentional focusing, in an experience- and context-dependent way. New 
"features" can hereby be learned, and can influence the perceptual stages that create color 
after-images and figure/ground segregation (Francis and Grossberg, 1996; Grossberg, 
1994 ). 
Such features can be learned to classify textures, or textured scenes, to which the system is 
exposed (Grossberg and Williamson, 1996), by discovering predictive combinations of 
boundary and surface properties for classification; or fuzzy rules (Carpenter and 
Grossberg, 1991) such as "any height between 70 and 80 em" (p. 17). This interplay 
between bottom-up and top-down learning and attention emphasizes the "intrinsic futility of 
searching for the boundary between perception and conception" (p. 12). 
Superimposed upon this process is another level of categorization which binds multiple 
categories into a final prediction, much as multiple parts contribute to an object whole, or 
multiple visual fonts predict the verbal name of a letter. Thus the lower-level categories can 
be viewed as new features that contribute to the larger category. This higher category level 
can selectively bind together, or fuse, certain combinations of new features in one context 
(e.g., spatial frequencies, or boundary/surface combinations), and different combinations 
in others (Asfour, eta!., 1993). 
Such learning attempts to generate the largest categories that are consistent with 
environmental feedback, thereby conserving memory resources, much like stimulus 
dimensions that are originally processed together by children are later differentiated. A 
process called vigilance control dynamically alters the system's sensitivity to environmental 
features based upon its predictive success in increasingly complex environments (Carpenter 
and Grossberg, 1991, 1993). When fast learning is allowed, "different histories of 
categorization generate different feature spaces to encode similarities and contrasts between 
objects" (p. 9), even though all the feature spaces tend to generate similar recognition 
accuracy if the environment is sufficiently broadly sampled (Carpenter and Grossberg, 
1991). 
ART models do not require predetermined "geons". Biederman (1987) invoked geons to 
explain data from studies that delete line segments from objects (p. 15). They can be 
explained instead in terms of amodal completion of missing boundary segments before they 
are categorized (Grossberg, 1987, Section 20). ART also allows the self-organized 
learning of invariant 3-D object categories from 2-D view categories (Bradski and 
Grossberg, 1995) , as in the multiple-views approach, using a "boundary-based scheme" 
(p. II) that avoids elastic 3-D templates by preprocessing emergent boundary groupings 
using in variance filtering and optimal coarse coding before they are categorized. 
New features can also emerge through preattentive perceptual learning, by using the 
adaptive horizontal interactions and bottom-up and top-down adaptive filters that occur as 
early as LGN and cortical area VI (Grossberg, 1995; Grossberg et al, 1997). ART models 
suggest that similar types of top-down learning and attention regulate the emergence of new 
features on multiple levels of thalamocortical processing, from specific thalamic nuclei, like 
LGN, to prefrontal cortex. 
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